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David Mathews Center for Civic Life
2020 Year in Review

Letter from the
Executive Director
What can I say about 2020 that hasn’t already been said? Unprecedented?
Once-in-a-lifetime-but-not-in-a-good-way? Temporarily closing our
office for two weeks in mid-March to “flatten the curve” seems naive and
optimistic now. After months of Covid -19 tests, physical distancing, selfquarantines, and Zoom exhaustion, we, like you, continue adjusting to
“the new normal.”
In the midst of a global pandemic where many of us have spent more time
in our homes and less time with neighbors, we have struggled with how to
meet our mission. How do we build community and strengthen civic life
in Alabama when we cannot gather in the ways we used to? How do we
solve age-old problems while dealing with ever-evolving new challenges
in ways that involve citizens? You showed us how.

Cristin Brawner, Executive Director

Justin Wayne Lutz, Creative Director

You shared your stories of resilience and creativity in the DMC’s Alabama
Talks Back video series and at our first-ever virtual Civic Institute. You
hosted Jean O’Connor-Snyder interns in your communities via Zoom. You
gathered online in learning exchanges on Coaching Community Innovation
and civic education.
Thanks to you, our wonderful partners, we have learned how communities
can preserve social and civic connectedness while maintaining physical
distancing requirements. We have seen Alabamians respond with resilience
and grit in the face of overwhelming new challenges. As we turn the page
on 2020, we look forward to working together in 2021 to recover, rebuild,
and reimagine a brighter future for our communities and our state.
With renewed hope for the future,

Gabrielle Lamplugh, Education Director

Haley Pascal, Operations Coordinator

The 2020 Jean O’Connor-Snyder Internship Program (JOIP) retreat
kicked off in downtown Montgomery, where interns and faculty mentors
from all JOIP institutions got an inspiring lesson in Alabama history as
they received a personal tour of the Frank M. Johnson, Jr. federal building.
The Honorable Judge Keith Watkins of Alabama’s Middle District spoke
to the interns about the importance of civic education, the legacy of Judge
Frank M. Johnson, Jr., and the important role that Alabama’s Middle
District played in the Civil Rights Movement. The 2020-2021 JOIP cohort
includes students and faculty mentors from eight institutions of higher
education in Alabama. Read more about each program below.
The University of Montevallo | UM’s newest JOIP intern assisted in the
facilitation of the Montevallo Junior City Council (MJCC) and Students’
Institute programming. Over the past seven years, the Students’ Institute
has directly engaged more than 400 young Alabamians.

The University of Alabama | Based in Walker Co., this community-embedded
service learning internship brings together students from diverse academic
disciplines for a summer working with local organizations to address local
issues of health, education, and community development.
Auburn University | Each student chosen to be a Living Democracy intern
is embedded for ten summer weeks in one of four host communities:
Collinsville, Camden, Chatom, or Elba. The interns are there to serve the
needs of the community, which provides housing accommodations and
opportunities to collaborate with local citizens on a myriad of projects.
The University of South Alabama | Established last year with the Delta Fellows
Internship Program. The first cohort of four Delta Fellows focused on the
storied Blakeley Bluff region as they engaged in immersive civic learning
in the Mobile-Tensaw Delta.
Southern Union State Community College | SUSCC administers the Southern
Union Community Engagement Internship Program. Four students
enrolled in two courses—Directed Studies in Leadership and Writing for Mass
Media—to prepare for an immersive summer civic engagement experience
in Chambers and Clay counties.
Alabama A&M University | Three students will continue to build
relationships with their university neighbor, the Edmonton Heights
Community. This year the interns focused on opportunities for economic
development, partnering with the Community Development Corporation
and the Neighborhood Association to coordinate community workshops.
Spring Hill College | The Foley Fellowship in Civic Leadership Program
recruited a cohort of ten students to engage in a year-long series of
experimental learning opportunities with the community of Africatown.
This program partners with Africatown C.H.E.S.S. and the Mobile County
Training School Alumni Association to facilitate community meetings.
Troy University | Troy’s Real Talk on Race project focuses on how communities
and institutions can address issues of race through deliberative dialogue
and dedicated community engagement. Troy JOIPs also conducted a three
week-long civic focused summer camp for elementary students known as
the Civic Heroes Summer Camp.

The 2020-2021 JOIP cohort tours the historic Frank M. Johnson, Jr. courthouse in Montgomery, Alabama.
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2020 JOIP Retreat
in Montgomery
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TENSAW:

A NATURAL HISTORY OF NOW
“This is a world of individuals and it is the sum of individual life
that guides the world for good or for evil. As we have opportunity,
so we have also responsibility, and even to the least, there’s a
duty that we cannot evade.”
-Prescott A. Parker, Story of the Tensaw

The Mobile-Tensaw Delta has become known as
Alabama’s Amazon, with its deep natural history
and incredibly rich biodiversity. It is also one of the
nation’s most vital and thriving commercial ports,
hosting both battle ships and cruise ships.
Casi Calloway, Mobile Baykeeper

Vivian Beech, Timber Expert

This short video documentary, part of a collaboration
with the Kettering Foundation, takes a look at
the history of this region through the eyes of its
communities today, and how these communities are
working together to balance economic prosperity
and environmental preservation to ensure that the
Mobile-Tensaw Delta will be around for generations
to come.
Point your phone’s camera at the QR code
below to watch the entire video!

Russell Ladd, Tensaw Native

Mark Berte, Alabama Coastal Foundation

Wiley Blankenship, Coastal Alabama Partnership

Haley Pascal
Joins the Mathews Center

In March of 2020 the nation locked down as the COVID-19 pandemic gripped
the globe. DMC Education Director Gabrielle Lamplugh offers this hopeful
reflection on the year that changed everything.

The Mathews Center hires its very first Operations Coordinator, Haley Pascal,
who comes to the Mathews Center from the Alabama Bicentennial Commission.

As Jon Meacham writes in The Soul of A Nation, “To know what has come before
is to be armed against despair. If the men and women of the past [could] create
a freer, stronger nation, then perhaps we, too, can right wrongs and take another
step toward that most enchanting and elusive of destinations: a more perfect
Union. To do so requires innumerable acts of citizenship and private grace. It will
require, as it has in the past, the witness and the bravery of reformers who hold
no office and who have no traditional power but who yearn for a better, freer way
of life.”
If nothing else, 2020 has illuminated the extraordinary impact of ordinary
citizens. Over 15 million Americans participated in demonstrations for racial
justice, healthcare workers across the nation risked their lives on the frontlines,
and food banks and shelters worked tirelessly to meet the needs of the over 18
million people who lost work due to the pandemic. In the thick of some of the
greatest challenges our country has faced, citizens banded together, even as things
fell apart. We witnessed the true power of community.
As we look back on 2020 and as we teach this
history in the future, let us focus not simply
on the events of this year that challenged us,
but also on the many millions of small acts of
citizenship that held our communities together.
Civic optimism, after all, should not be rooted
in the events that happen to our nation, but
evidenced in the everyday acts of courage, grace,
and compassion with which citizens respond.

“There are years that ask questions
and years that answer.”
-Zora Neale Hurston

Haley is a native of Montgomery
and graduate of Auburn University.
Previously, she served as Program
Assistant for the Alabama
Bicentennial
Commission’s
education initiatives, working
with K-12 educators all across
the state while managing the
Bicentennial’s Summer Institutes.
Most recently, she served as the
Education Curator at the Alabama
Department of Archives and
History, where she managed the
pilot sessions of the Department’s
Alabama History Institutes.
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The Year That Changed
Everything

The COVID-19 pandemic changed the way that all of us live. We were forced to
adapt to a new normal that was antithetical to everything we were used to. We
realized exactly how much we need each other, and what incredible things we are
capable of doing together. This video series, Alabama Talks Back, highlights the
innovative ways that Alabamians came together and showed up for each other when
faced with a once-in-a-lifetime challenge. Watch at mathewscenter.org/atb.
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Civic Durability in Alabama Municipalities
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Alabama Talks Back

“This was something that we never could have prepared for, and this has
challenged us because it is contrary to anything we’ve ever done. Our whole
purpose is gathering, and bringing people together, and engaging people over
issues, so the pandemic has challenged us to find new ways of connecting.”
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Youth Engagement and Social Connection
“It’s definitely uncharted territory. Our mission at the City of Birmingham
Division of Youth Services has stayed the same, but our methods have certainly
had to change, and one of those changes is relying more on tele-town halls geared
toward addressing the concerns of specific constituents in the city.”
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Cooperation and Resilience in the Marble City
“Within just a few days of the stay at home orders, we created the Greater
Sylacauga Resiliency Network. We saw the need to pull this community together,
to make sure that we pooled our resources. In a situation like this, we just could
not afford to duplicate efforts or forego cooperation.”
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Dr. Hollie Cost, Montevallo Mayor
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David Dada, Birmingham Youth Services
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“In the state of Alabama, all 67 of our counties either have a health professional
shortage area, or a medically under-served population. Research also shows that a
sense of social connectedness is oftentimes tied to loneliness, and that loneliness
is tied to poor health. That’s why we created the Senior Companion Program.”

Margaret Morton, SAFE Sylacauga
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Public Health and Social Isolation
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Creating Classroom Connections in a Crisis
“I think back to the 2018 Civic Institute. The theme that year was “Be Together
Differently,” and I think that’s exactly what we’re doing now. I believe that we have
a really big opportunity to reimagine the way that we’ve been in communication
with each other and the way that we think about connection itself.”
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Rural Libaries and Social Infrastructure
“And so, everyone was quite surprised when the full van shows up and gets ready
to set up a full blood drive inside the library. But you know, we made it work like
we always do, because the library is supposed to be that kind of resource.”

Kristen Boggs, AL Schweitzer Fellowship

Marian Royston, Handley Middle School

Dr. Jessica Ross, Washington Co. Library

This issue guide is designed for classroom deliberation on an era of Alabama
history deserving more of our attention: the Women’s Suffrage Movement. The
resource guides students through the history of women’s suffrage and asks young
people to consider what decision they may have made if they were living in 1915.
Would they look to the federal government to take action? Would they fight for
change on the state level? Or would they work to change society’s perception
of women? This issue guide is a collaborative effort of the DMC and Alabama
Public Television. Special thanks to colleagues at the Alabama Department of
Archives and History, particularly Steve Murray and Alex Colvin.
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The year is 1915 and Alabama suffragists must choose a path forward to secure
the franchise amidst a national debate on women’s suffrage.
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Votes for Women:
Suffrage 1915

“We are
determined
to foment a
rebellion, and
will not hold
ourselves bound
by any laws in
which we have
no voice or
representation.”
-Abigail Adams
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It is the summer of 1867 and Black citizens of Alabama must forge new lives as
free people in the wake of the Civil War.
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Freedom:
Reconstruction 1867
This historical issue guide asks you to consider Reconstruction from the perspective
of freedpeople in this era of our state’s history—people who were faced with difficult,
and limited, choices after emancipation.
Throughout the years we’ve received many requests from educators for a
resource that engages students in the challenging, often overlooked story of
Reconstruction. This story is part and parcel of Alabama history. Not only was
Reconstruction intended to reintegrate ex-Confederate states including Alabama
into the Union, but the decisions made regarding the rights and protections
extended to freedpeople affected the 435,000 formerly enslaved people living
in Alabama, roughly 45% of the state’s population. Oftentimes history, and
especially the history of the Reconstruction, is taught from the perspective of
those who governed Reconstruction, not those who lived it.
In this issue guide, we will emphasize the experience of those who lived during
Reconstruction, especially the challenging experiences and decisions faced by
freedpeople during this era. For educators, our goal is that the information and
the deliberative discussion within this guide allow students to not only consider
history in a new way but also cultivate new skills.

“In this guide, we are asking
you to reconsider not just
how we read the history of
Reconstruction, but how
we teach the history of
Reconstruction.”
-Dr. John Giggie

Reflecting on “Home”
in the Time of Covid-19

Meet our 2020 Innovators in Civic Education Teacher Fellows
David Dada and Milene Panzica

JOIP intern Ariel Jones considers the new meaning of “home”
through the lens of serving the Jasper community remotely.
Point your
phone’s camera
at the QR code
below to read
Ariel’s piece
on our Civic
Dispatch blog!

David Dada serves as
the Deputy Director of
the City Of Birmingham
Mayor’s Office – Division
of Youth Services (DYS).
He is responsible for
the supervision and
development of DYS
staff, as well as managing
the development and
implementation of the
City’s education and
workforce development
strategy for youth.

Originally from Brazil,
Milene Panzica serves
as the ESL teacher at
Montevallo High School.
After
receiving
an
undergraduate degree in
Psychology and a master’s
in Human Resource
Development
from
Vanderbilt
University,
Milene earned a second
master’s degree in English
as a Second Language
(ESL) at UAB.

“My perception of home is often stagnant: my favorite dish that is always
at Thanksgiving and the annoying cousin who is also promised to be there.
However, if the pandemic has taught me anything, it is that home is anything
but stagnant and it reaches beyond the walls of a house. My home this summer
is in Walker County, and yet I only spend about 25 hours a week there through a
computer screen.
What I have seen is people relying on one another, for food and other resources,
but also for coping with the shared impact and experiences of Covid-19 in
rural Alabama. The way that organizations like Health Action Partnership and
individuals like Short have revitalized natural resources and outdoor recreation
in Walker County is a testament to the community’s resiliency and passion for
their home. Walker County has taught me that home is a place you should want
to make better, while never erasing the spirit and character that calls you back.”
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Innovators in Civic
Education

Dr. Mark Wilson named as 2020 Jean O’Connor-Snyder Award winner for his
commitment to civic education and immersive civic learning.

The 2020 Civic Institute—conducted entirely online—explores themes of
collective purpose and civic resilience in uncertain times.

“Hospitals can care for you,
but only people can care
about you, and that uniquely
human ability has shown
clinical evidence that it is—
in fact—healing. So there
are things that only citizens
can do. And maybe we’re at a
point where citizens need to
do more of those things.”
-Dr. David Mathews

The David Mathews Center for Civic Life announced Dr. Mark Wilson as the
recipient of the 2020 Jean O’Connor-Snyder Award. Dr. Wilson is a longtime
partner of the Mathews Center and the longest-serving Jean O’Connor-Snyder
Internship Program faculty mentor.
This award recognizes an Alabama community leader who has empowered
others in the spirit of Jean O’Connor-Snyder. Award winners are epitomized
by their unique ability to uncover the potential in others, and demonstrate a
commitment to finding the worth in everyone.
One of Mark’s greatest accomplishments is his long-standing dedication to
creating mutually beneficial university-community partnerships that provide
meaningful living-learning experiences for students, most notably through
Living Democracy, a program co-created by Dr. Wilson and Professor Nan Fairley.
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Common Bonds:
5th Annual Civic Institute

In September of 2020 the DMC happily welcomed AmeriCorps
member Abby Holcombe to our team!

We are proud to offer this new resource for parents who need ideas
for teaching from home during the pandemic.

Abby served as an AmeriCorps member at
the DMC for the 2020-21 term thanks to
the YWCA of Central Alabama’s Building
Communities, Bettering Lives program. The
DMC is incredibly grateful to the YWCA
of Central Alabama for partnering with us
to bring AmeriCorps to the DMC for the
first time!
Abby helped to support the DMC’s civic
education programming for students,
educators, schools, and communities. She
helped to develop civic education resources
for libraries and classrooms, in collaboration
with K-12 educators from across Alabama.
Additionally, she will assist with
the
planning,
development,
and
implementation of the DMC’s youth civic
skill-building forums, teacher workshops,
and civics education summits.

Beginning in the fall of 2020, the DMC launched a weekly parent-student
newsletter titled Homeroom to focus on civic education in home classrooms.
Civic learning, like all learning, starts at home. It happens after school, around
the dinner table, and in students’ relationships with their family, friends, and
community.

Since August of 2020, Abby and local
librarian Frances Smith have hosted the
Civic Life Read to Lead program. Each month,
they read books on Facebook Live and
conduct educational activities for students
to do in their own homes.
Broadcasting live on Facebook from the Alabaster Public Library!

Our hope is that the Homeroom newsletter can help deepen that learning. Each
issue will highlight one civic skill or important civic moment in history. It will
feature a few recommendations for how you can introduce this skill or historical
event to your student at home, including book recommendations and brief
activities. Visit mathewscenter.org/homeroom to sign up today!
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Creating a Newsletter
for Parent-Teachers
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AmeriCorps Member
Abby Holcombe Joins DMC

DMC Education Director Gabrielle Lamplugh joined Dr. John
Giggie and Margaret Lawson to talk about the “History of Us”

In November of 2020 the DMC offered a teacher workshop focused
on how best to approach teaching difficult history.

“I’ve done what I consider to be right,
and I intend to keep doing so until the end.”
-Abraham Lincoln

This July, the DMC partnered with the National Conference on Citizenship
and University of Alabama to talk about a new approach to teaching history. Dr.
Giggie and Ms. Lawson taught a History of Us course specifically focusing on
Black history every day of the class. Two of their former Central High School
students, Delphia McGraw and Noa Jordan, discussed their experience going
through the class as high school students, and how it has affected their lives.
Our Education Director Gabrielle shared about our collaborative partnership
with Dr. Giggie and Ms. Lawson for this class. We partnered with their
students to create a Historical Issue Guide on Reconstruction, giving them the
opportunities become historians and shape a deliberative guide on a complex
topic.

Oftentimes history is taught from the perspective of those who governed
during historical events, not those who lived through them. The DMC’s newest
issue guide, Freedom: Reconstruction 1867 emphasizes the experience of those
who lived during Reconstruction, especially the challenging experiences and
decisions faced by newly freedpeople during this era.
Our fall teacher workshop, Teaching Difficult History: Discussing Reconstruction in
the Classroom, equipped educators to use this tool in their classroom, to engage
students in a more nuanced discussion of historical events that emphasizes the
important role of citizens.
This fully virtual workshop was attended by educators throughout Alabama who
received 4 hours of CEU credits for their participation. If you are interested in
learning more about our historical issues curricula, or would like to participate
in an upcoming teacher workshop, please reach out to our Education Director,
Gabrielle Lamplugh, at glamplugh@mathewscenter.org.
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Teaching Difficult
History
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DMC Joins NCOC
for a Learning Circle

The DMC is proud to offer this simple resource to help de-mystify
the voting process for those heading to the polls.

DMC Education Director Gabrielle Lamplugh is included
as a co-author in this groundbreaking research.
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Equity in Civic
Education

N

The ABC’s of Voting:
2020 Edition

“As civic educators, we are proud of the work we do to
elevate young people’s understanding of government
and their engagement with the system. However, we also
noticed that, much like the society we mirrored, we had
an equity issue.”
-Equity in Civic Education White Paper
Absentee Ballot
Ballot(pedia)
Census
Deliberation
Electoral College
Felon Disenfranchisement
Gerrymandering
Home Rule
Voter ID
Jurisdiction
Knowledge
Libraries
Midterms

Voting is an important part of any thriving
democracy. It is indeed an important form of
civic engagement—though it is important
to remember that it is not the only form of
civic engagement!
Every couple of years, the Mathews Center
compiles a resource called “The ABC’s of
Voting.” This resource is meant to help
clarify the often confusing terminology and
processes that come along at election time.
This resource was especially important in
2020, as many states, including Alabama,
made changes to the ways in which we are
able to vote. Because of the safety challenges
posed by the pandemic, this was the first
time that any Alabamian who wanted to
vote absentee was able to do so, and many
did!

November
Opportunity Gap
Primary Election
Qualifications
Registration
Straight Ticket Voting
Transportation
Universal Suffrage
Voting Rights Act
Women’s Suffrage
X Marks the Spot
Youth Vote
Zero-Sum Game

In 2020, the Equity in Civics project, a Hewlett
Foundation funded collaboration between
iCivics and Generation Citizen, published
a cumulative white paper highlighting the
major challenges to delivering equitable
civics education.
DMC Education Director Gabrielle
Lamplugh was selected to chair the
stakeholder engagement subcommittee,
which conducted virtual and in-person
listening sessions in seven different cities,
including Harvest, Alabama.
Based upon the major themes of the
listening tour and the research findings of
contributing scholars, the white paper offers
suggestions for how policy-makers, district
leaders, and educators can support equitable
civics education.

Visit mathewscenter.org/whitepaper to read more!
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UACED Partnership
Takes on Substance Use

“Alabama’s system of care for substance use disorder
(SUD) treatment cannot meet the current demand.
The Alabama Provider Capacity Project (APCP)
recognizes these issues and aims to identify their
depth on a county-by-county basis.”
-Alabama Provider Capacity Project
The DMC was brought on as a partner with the University of Alabama
Center for Economic Development (UACED) to engage service providers
in communities across our state in local conversations that seek to
understand and address gaps in treatment for substance use disorders.
The partnership, known as the Alabama Provider Capacity Project (APCP),
seeks to bridge the gap between behavioral health providers, social service
representatives, workforce developers, and other relevant stakeholders
to better understand the needs of our fellow Alabamians when it comes
to treatment. We’d like to thank all of our community partners across
Alabama who helped to convene these discussions, as well as everyone who
participated and offered their insights.

Throughout the winter of 2020 and early 2021, UACED
partnered with the DMC to engage communities across
our state around the issue of substance use disorder and
treatment.
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